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Abstract
It starts with an argument against thinking that adequates practice to theoretical frameworks evolved in spaces
out and beyond design -squeezing the space of practice and reducing its scope. 

The paper will then elaborate how designing may be discursive and not merely held captive within a discourse.
It will look at contexts and meta-context(s) that informs designing (substantiation), generates its practice (poeisis)
and which designing can and should shape. 

To show how design is contextualized and how we may build a contextualiz(ed)(ing) practice, the paper
introduces a diagram of the constituent elements in design, which allows one to distinguish different contextual
foci and plot paths for design thinking. The paper advances and explains different trajectories in design thinking
- different modal futures or ‘prospects’- produced in different sites of the diagram; laying out the exigencies and
determinations that produce a briefing for design.

Introduction: State of the Question 

The theme ‘still re-thinking design’ points to a ‘... state of the question - ... to a network of professional and
textual exchanges’ (de Certeau 1984; 43), ongoing and anticipated, that mark out a plot in which we play out
ideas about, and for design(ing). One may infer from the “still” in the theme title that there is in some quarters
a frustration that this thinking is not concluded. I suspect that the continuing call to address the theme is born
of a sense of lack. The call to re-think design, indicates an insecurity apparent in the network of “professional
and textual exchanges” as to the status of design and also a lack of confidence in its practices. The desiderata in
design thinking that give rise to the call to re-think it, too readily moves those re-thinking to clutch determinedly
at new determinations for and of design without identifying or addressing what it is that is lacking. The re-
thinking moves through a dialectic which banks on and clutches at a notion that one can eventually arrive at an
integrated and unified conception of design. In other words, and beginning with words alone, it is drawn to
deliver design as a ‘“Glunk” (Dr Seuss, 1969)’ (Doel 2000:117-135). 

Thunks and Glunks

I was introduced to the notion of the ‘Glunk’ in a paper by Marcus A. Doel entitled ‘Un-Glunking
Geography’(Doel 2000:117-135) [1]. 

The Glunk, a creature created by Dr. Seuss is in Doel’s reading, an illustration of a constructed ontology. In Doel’s
words the Glunk is ‘a perfect enactment of immutable oneness, identity and presence that just is’ (Doel
2000:117). The Glunk is an ontological manifesto, both a proof of and a perfect embodiment of an “IS”. All
Glunks have the same basic nature. They just “IS”. 

In the story, ‘the Glunk that got Thunk’, the Cat in the Hat’s Sister was responsible for summoning the Glunk.
One evening when tired of thinking ‘friendly little things with smiles and fur’ the Sister thought that she should
‘think up bigger things’ (Dr. Seuss 1969: no pagination). So she turns her ‘thinker-upper as fast as it will
go.......[and].... Blunk.... she saw that she’d thunk a Glunk!’. The Glunk then imposes itself on the Sister’s
household and insinuates itself into the everyday practices of the house with some cost to the Sister. When the
Sister turns her “un-thinker” on she finds that her “un-thinker” cannot unthink a Glunk (ibid.). 
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It is only in collaboration with the Cat in the Hat that the sister is eventually able to unthink the Glunk. Neither
one nor the other is able to unthink the Glunk alone.

‘What achieved the un-Glunking was neither the Cat in the Hat nor his sister alone, but their contingent alliance
and joint action as a line of flight..... “there is an AND between the two, which is neither one nor the other, nor
one which becomes the other, but which constitutes the multiplicity”(Deleuze and Parnet, 1987: 34-5)’ (Doel,
2000:118).

Ontology equals Deontology?

Within the call to re-think design one can hear deep in the words an injunction to fix what design “IS”  (both its
definition and then its resulting ontology). This is a call for one giant Glunk - a Glunk of Glunks - one that may
‘secure an unambiguous meaning for the term design’ (Fry, 1999:4). But, design is a concourse of heterogeneous
practices that will not yield to a single definition.  

Tony Fry expands:
‘Writers on design, in their vain, essentialist quest for perfect totalizing and definitive definition,
constantly trip over how they define what should be a compound term. For all the efforts of
modernists to impose it, there is not even a universally agreed category ‘design’, thus there is no
single frame of interpretation’ (Fry, 1999:4).

It is not only this Glunk of Glunks that needs to be unthunk. Glunks come in many shapes and sizes. Design is
subject to a legion of them. They are summoned for different reasons - sometimes worthy, sometimes worthwhile
and sometimes both. Theorists - deus ex machina - running comments and directing actions, from above and
beyond practice, plot and form different strategic frameworks for design, in order to surmount the difficulties
they see on the stage below. These frameworks- Glunks- can be constructed to support ethical programmes -
inclusive, universal, ecological, sustainable and third age design, or they may be epistemic constructions such as
Modernism and Post-Modernism, or, individual movements [2] product semantics, functionalism, streamlining
and so on. Although different in composition all have the same nature essentially. All frameworks are formed
within clearly defined and rigid epistemic borders. Within these borders ontology and deontology are oftentimes
conflated. The obligations inscripted in each framework/definition set a manifesto for the practice.  In this,
ontology emerges in, and maybe as, a deontic programme constructed out of the concerns. These programmes
of design are Glunks make no mistake. But design from time to time needs them. Their formation is oftentimes
necessary - through bracketing issues they draw attention to them and they evolve as features in design’s
discursive net. 

Glunks are centrist; they privilege homogeneity and constancy - in a centripetal draw they arrogate to themselves
all that gathers to their point (of view) - all that is the same.  They have clearly defined silhouettes that demarcate
what is the internal and positive space and that which is not and therefore is the negative space. Their outlines
are sharply etched -discourses enclosed- their boundaries are impermeable; not open to alterity and not to being
altered.  

Whether in agreement with the sentiment or philosophy that forms them or not, one must acknowledge that
Glunks are  mono-logic, -glossic, and  -lithic. 

The Glunk as ‘exemplary motif of the metaphysics of presence and the ontology of immutable being’ (Doel,
2000:132) have according to Doel ‘a certain phallic value. ........They stand tall and erect: alone, and self assured;
without any recourse to the hand of another. The Phallic One has only itself: pure positivity at the source’ (ibid.)
But as Doel points out these erections are ‘neither given nor constant. [The Glunk].... is established in specific
contexts, according to particular relations of affectation, and endures only so long as that which flows through it
is constricted and held under pressure.  ...There is no phallogocentrism that is not worked over by fluidity and
vapory; a gust of fresh air the taste of outside’ (ibid.). 

The structuration of a new conception/philosophy of design or within design should be seen as merely a
temporary erection to be worked over, over time, by what is outside it. 
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ISs and ANDs

Design is implicated in the world; in its actions and words; and, being so it is embed in a ‘calculus of force
relationships’ (De Certeau, 1984) some apparent (raised to a field of discourse) and others hidden (being
undetectable and, or, non-discursive) that condition design discourse [3] and practice. This calculus of forces -
social, cultural, political, economic and so on- make ground (albeit shifting) for design, in all its plurality of
practice. Design Glunks are thunk either to mark the ground, in affirmation and support of the calculus or to
confirm an opposition. But whether in support or in opposition the ontological manifesto, the Glunk, is thunk in
advance of practice (designing). It is formed and is often named to define and constrain practice, putting down
roots at a particular spot in the ground. As a Glunk, design engages with the “calculus” only through the
discourse/theory (episteme) that created the ontological profile initially and does not evolve or engage with
anything else. We are told what the Glunk is; and the discourse is to insist that that which it is, it ‘IS’, and then
to expand it to be all that it ‘IS’ ... but, only that.

The Deleuzean opposition to the ‘IS’ is an ‘AND’.  

‘If Dr. Seuss’ Glunk exemplifies the realist and materialist inalienability of existence pure and simple
(it just is, rooted to the spot, and no amount of idealist un-thunking will budge it) then the interval
joining the Cat in the Hats [sister and brother] together (the ‘and’) enacts its unhinging and
deconstruction’ (Doel, 2000:118).

It is not only through the multiple agent, ‘“between twosome twiminds” (J.Joyce, Finnegan’ Wake no
pagination)’(Kearney, 1988:368), but also in articular thought - having ‘two thinks at a time’ (ibid.) to join this
and this and this and.... that the ‘IS’ is unhinged.

We may enact the unhinging of the ‘IS’ by the ‘tactic’ (De Certeau, 1984) of avoidance; dodging the Glunk in
order to make nothing of them, understanding their uses as temporary and partial within the ‘chaosmos’
(Deleuze) of a fuller and richer practice than they allow. To work in counterpoint to the strategies that are the
feature of the Glunks this paper advances opportunities for practice that tactically work over and challenges the
stratagems of the Glunks. In a tactic the practitioner ‘ constantly manipulate[s] events to turn them into
opportunities’ (De Certeau, 1984:34). In this, things emerge from ‘habit or habitus: it is an effect of embedment
and conjunction. Something transpears “as a result of contingency rather than necessity, as a result of ambience
or milieu rather than an origin, of a becoming rather than a history, of a geography rather than a historiography,
of a grace rather than a nature” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988:275)’ (Doel, 2000:119). The tactical practice
confronts the ‘IS’ of strategy with an ‘AND’; a dehiscent ‘AND’ that punctures the stable ‘IS’ of the ‘strategy’ to
show how it may be other than it ‘IS’. [4]

What follows is a mapping of designing showing both the places at which strategy enters and affects the
designing and also the field in which the tactic is deployed.  

Contexts: Saying and Doing

First, context.
Context may be taken as a weave (con-textere = with weave) where the weft of discourse is woven into the warp
of practical action(s) (in all senses from design to everyday practices).  Context precedes, circumscribes and
delivers an event (be it words, images, objects or actions) as text - (and can deliver text as event); clarifying and
giving ground to and for knowing; and a base for what can be known. 

We may consider the contextualization of design(ing) in two ways. The first that addresses the space of ‘doing’
(savoir faire (knowing how to do)) and the second that addresses the space of ‘saying’ (savoir dire (knowing how
to say)) (De Certeau, 1984;61-76). 

1. ‘Doing’ or Project
It is a knowing or a moving to know in the practico-material fabric of design’s concerns defined in physical and
concrete terms (knowing how to). It is gained in, and addresses, primary experience; working in the situatedness
of everyday practice. To contextualize design in this regard is to address a ‘knowing’ of the practico-material,
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either as an originating site or as an intended site. It is the physical localization of a(n)(intended) project. It works
as a frame in a practical briefing - design a “something” for “someplace” to be used by “someone”. The context
here is the practico-material fabric of design’s concerns; establishing designing in physical and concrete terms.
This notion of context may be termed ‘project’’, because it works in the setting of a practical briefing. It is about
a contextualizing within and for ‘application’ i.e. within a context of use. It is a discourse in practical application.

2. ‘Saying’ or Programme
Programme is a knowing in/of a meta-context i.e. an abstracted and conceptual space beyond the immediacy
of the practico-material context.  It is engaged with through ‘reflection’ (De Certeau, 1984:61-76). Through
reflection, in programme one can gain a critical purchase on that which influences project; on concerns,
themes and theories -socio-cultural, environmental, philosophic, political and so on- siting design in a wider
discursive field. A programme can also be used as a generative tool to influence the development of a project.
Design is not only informed by programme but also may influence the meta-contexts that give rise to the
programme. 

Diagram

In order to understand how programme may ventilate project or indeed to see how project may in reflux infuse
programme one can diagrammatize the field and plot the trajectories and beats in different programs of design.
What follows is a diagram through which an outline and an explanation of the trajectories and their rhythms in
different programs of design can be educed. 

The diagram is a series of loci through which one can describe, construct and create fields, trajectories, focuses
and determine generating axes for design and designing.  It may be used as both an instrument to analyze
design/designing and also as a tool to generate it. 

(Figure 1)

The diagram above may be considered as a mapping of generic placements that create a field in which the
ordinates of a design brief may be set and the designing tuned. One may write in (does write in) particular and
local situations, filling in individual brackets with defined subject(s), definite object(s), delineated spaces and other
special features, thereby placing and plotting the givens in a briefing for design. What is written into the
placements are not without dimension’, not merely points on a map but nodes in a rhizome. 

Although inextricably bound in practice the diagram may, here, be split and considered in two sections. The upper
section in the diagram, as drawn above, is the context of use. The lower section is the context of production. 
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Context of use

Set in the middle of the context of use is a tri-partite relationship of user, design-object and site. An added
dimension in the diagram is the way user and object are engaged (the encircling arrow of situation above) within
the site. This engagement (situation) within the site defines the context of use itself (diagrammatized as the
cylindrical area above). The features of the diagram may be magnified and, or, exaggerated in this area. Although
sketched in, in single, in the diagram above the generic terms of user and design-object may be considered in
plural; additionally, spaces may be extended in different configurations of the brief. These three elements - user,
design-object and context are scaled relative to one another and changes in one element affect the others. 
There are four scales of readings of this context derived through different focuses on, and magnifications and
multiplications of the tripartite relationship of user, design object and context (of use). 

design user context
object person/individual  biography, personal experience
tool operator system/interface
artefact (socio-cultural group (social) society/culture
product consumer market

The four scales are outlined in the table below [5]:

The first scale being single object, individual user or use between individuals and a single site.  The focus is in
close and in the main on the singular.  The user is a person (individual), the design is an object (possession) and
the context is personal experience (life histories).  This tri-partite relationship is researched in many ways. Research
methods of the sciences and social sciences such as conversational analysis, psychological profiling, behavioral
analysis can give some insight into the user. The object can be researched in object biographies, archaeology and
histories. 

The second scale considers the relationship of the three elements in a mechanistic way. Here one looks at the fit
between user and design object and fills in details of the interface. The user may be researched through the study
of anatomy, particularly postural analysis. The object may be researched in areas like performance analysis and
material testing. The overarching research area is, perhaps, ergonomics. 

The third scale moves to the plural and less personal. It addresses the socio-cultural group, the cultural/ecological
artifact, with the overarching context engaging with society, culture and the environment. Research methods are
involved with reading the acculturated and socialized object and an acculturated and socialized space. Discourse
analysis, social survey, cultural readings and so on, all flesh out the placements 

The fourth relationship is economic. It’s about the flow of goods and capital. Typically one would expect research
to involve consumer profiling, trend analysis, market survey and so on. 

These scalings are not exclusive and they may lay over one another in considering a design brief but it is useful
to clarify which scale one is using in the designing or in each phase of it.

Context of Production

The bottom half of the diagram is the context of production in which the designer is centred within a network
of forces - cultural, political, social and commercial. These move into the space of production and form the
complex that constitutes the ‘agent’ that produces the design. The designer, although presented in the diagram
as an individual silhouette is not a sole agent but a combination carrying the thoughts and actions of different
agencies (e.g. manufacturers, suppliers, producers, collaborators (in all respects) and partners). 

Dialogic Flow

The space between the context of use and the context of production is bridged through dialogue. The ‘face to
face’ of consumer and producer brings each to the other. This is not a one way disquisition but is a continuing flow
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backwards and forwards across the space. The actions of a user are utterances that are read and responded to by
the ‘speech acts’ of the designer/complex (designs) which the user then acts on in use... and so on and so on. The
dialogue across the space is established and maintained with tact. Tact is “... the apprehension and creation of a
“harmony” among particular practices, the ethical and poetic gesture of religare (tying together) through an
indefinite series of concrete acts.” (De Certeau, 1984:74). This ‘religare’ is achieved in sympathy (understanding)
or empathy (identification) which allows a crossing of the divide that separates one from the other (research
methods elaborated in the scales of reading of the tri partite relationships in the context of use): allowing one to
remove the mask and engage with the face of (an) other. This face to face requires an ethical response.

Kearney writes: 
‘Beyond the mask there is a face. Beyond the anonymous system, however all-encompassing it may
appear, there is always what Emmanuel Levinas has termed, the resistant ethical relation of the
“face to face”’ (Kearney, 1988:362).

Theoretical Reticule

Much like the viewing frame in Durer’s drawing machine what might be placed between the context of use and
the context of production is a theoretical reticule through which the designer may view the context of use. The
theoretical reticule may be filled with the filters of different programmes which can infuse the project of design
itself and which in reflux may be infused by the project. 

The theoretical filters in the reticule may be selected and used to justify -defend and be aligned to - a pre-
determined ‘strategy’. Project and programme defer to the stratagems that set a collar, to hold designing in the
idea or ideology that has set a briefing for design. 

Alternatively they can be composed as creative provocations and used to agitate the field and question
(ortho)doxy both in the discourse of project and in the meta-discursivity of programmme. In so doing it draws
a larger unmanaged problematique as discourse into the practices -praxis and theory; demanding response at a
tactical level - in and through designing.

Brief and ur-Brief

One may move back through a brief and educe an ur-brief at the edges and or below the diagram in order to
best understand what is given and, or, challenge what is set and for what reason, to progress a syllabus for
design. In doing this one can situate, critique and reflect, on the circumstances and concerns that give rise to a
briefing for design.

If the ur-brief is highly determined it forms a constrained briefing. It sets the activity of design in a motivated
space; a space that De Certeau (1984) would term a ‘propre’. A ‘propre’ is a space formed by strategy in which
propriety is embed in proprietary concerns - ownership and decorum. The ‘propre’ forms a stable and flattened
reading of space. The protocols of action (use and meaning) are inscribed in a pre-conception that motivates (in
the sense used in semiotics) the space. The ‘propre’ pre-figures the programme and organizes what is knowable
and to be known and that which is appropriate and/or proper as action in the space of project. The protocols of
action (use and meaning) are inscribed in a pre-conception of the space and this sets fast what design (or an
aspect of it) ‘IS’ or, what it should be. 

Designers may of course destabilize the ‘propre’ through tactical operations in the space. The space of designing
may also be set up in a less constrained way - unstable ‘propre’- so that the programme is not pre-figured but
emerges through a plasticity of thought that moves around references and provocations in the field. Designing
becomes maverick thought unlocking the determinations and building a-logical connections in the field (see non-
linear prospects). This type of briefing presents triggers rather than hard frames for practice. 

Prospects
Design (and architecture) is (are) engaged in prospects- in its multiple definitions of expectation, yield, and view.
Design is an expectation of what is yet to happen, it is actively engaged in a poiesis that yields a future, and it
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should have a view - a critical purchase -on, current and future practice - its spaces and objects. Design
unquestionably produces a future, not only in as much as every creative act moves to an outcome that is only
fulfilled in a future, but, also, the outcome itself is a product for and thus is part of what produces a future world.
The future is an innovation, a thing other to what ‘is’ presently. Designing is therefore necessarily innovatory
thinking - engaged in what I call othering. Othering has two inflections anothering or an othering.
Anothering progresses the ‘same’-producing another version of the same thing. Othering breaks the line of
the ‘same’ incorporating ‘other’ views and creating ‘other’ spaces and forms. 

We can plot the prospects -anothering and an othering - mapping the patterns and trajectories of development
and connection (thinking) along temporal and spatial axes. 

We can consider a number of types of prospecting - linear and non-linear. 

Linear Prospects

(Figure 2)

Linear prospects are built predominantly along a temporal axis (see above).

The first prospect (red line above) is projective. In this a designer starts with an object typology, reads the ‘pulse’
of change through its history and continues its ‘beat’. The designer progresses (small’p’, although perhaps
haunted by the Progress with capital ‘p’) the object in time in consideration of its historical pulse. As an example
a designer may see that cars are getting lighter and have more economic petrol consumption and so continues
to focus the designing on this. This is a form of anothering; the whole notion of car travel is never put under
review in this designing - the briefing expects another car.  An object can be considered in separate components
or features and these also thought about through a projective prospecting. 

The second linear prospect is predictive. A predictive prospect looks at the changes in the world that contains
the object to be designed (green arrow (also a channel of intent), the designing of the object is the yellow line
above). Changes in the political, commercial, social and cultural setting are discerned in an examination of
historical changes. A ‘pulse’ is taken and a future setting for the object is predicted. The object designed will be
a response to predicted ‘needs’- political, commercial, social and cultural. As an example of this one may consider
the influence of an environmental lobby calling for a reduction in harmful emissions. In the design of a car
thought would be given to designing ways of reducing emissions -considering its footprint on the environment
in terms of the energies that go into its production and use. The solution may be a new type of car (anothering),
but it also may be the design of a system for public transport in which the car does not figure (othering). The
future setting is in this instance linear but the imperative for a specific object is loosened. In the second solution
there is a spatialization of the thinking- a ‘spiral dynamic’ that moves out from the object into other spaces and
objects. Both are still developed along logical temporal strings that run from the discursive or theoretical
frameworks, into practice. Programme and project are hardwired into the same theoretical construct.

In both linear prospects there is a logical reasoning that links the changes together along a temporal axis. It should
be noted that the (meta)discursive programmes are formed in an ur-brief. The discourses are complete before
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designing - designing in both cases merely enacts (illustrates?) the discourse. It starts with a clear ‘IS’ as
programme and from this emerges what should be.

Non-linear prospects

(Figure 3)

In non-linear prospecting designing derives a future for its objects in two ways. 

The first connects across actual spaces. This trope is metaphorical in nature. It draws two or more objects, events
or spaces together to create poetic connections. This prospect to a large degree works at the level of project.
The discourses emerge in the connections made. But this is not done without an ethical dimension. The designer
(complex) still can make connections tactfully - acts of ‘religare’- tying together different practices and events
through the space - done through critical readings. In the poetic, connections are triggered and not forced and
a discourse is produced through designing - it is a poiesis evolving new forms through the articular.  An example
of a poetic prospect would involve entering the context of use and shifting paradigms or a syntagm to make
inconstancies in the context. A paradigm or syntagm shift would disturb what is considered proper in the space.
In architectural education and practice readings of one site are often moved over one another to create double
readings where each site brings a criticality to the other (a Derridean double bind). Design can do this in
object/object, space/object, space/space, subject/object and so on and so on play. In terms of function an example
of the poetic may be the idea of bringing a clockwork mechanism to the radio (Bayliss). This can also be
considered as a projective prospect as it is presented as a response to a particular socio-cultural need. Prospects
are never exclusively built in one mode thus the confusion in placing outcomes. Different modes may lead to the
same outcome or indeed be used in one design project.

Another non -linear prospect may work on the philosophic (working title) space itself. Working at the level of
programme a designer may engage with different discourses, texts, and ideas. These may be connected and
played with and be formed to be a, or the, programme for designing (may become ‘glunks’ (temporarily erected)).
An example of this, at large scale would be epistemic rupture e.g. modernism- post-modernism.  Equally, the
programme may not be complete but the connective tissue that gathers the different textual foci together may
be used to connect to a project that brings through a provocation that enters the discursive net. Students of
mine have brought together triggers like heterotopias, schizophrenia and the Gaze, or measurement, ritual and
kinder surprise eggs to create an opportunistic programme for design. Through connecting these ostensibly
disparate triggers (selected by them therefore open to connection) to each other to form a programme they could
move to a project and in that build a richer discourse than otherwise. The programme evolved in the philosophic
may also work on methods and processes of design. 

Conclusion

It behooves design theorists to scrutinize, challenge and unmask illusions that dog design. I believe that one
challenge is to part the description(s) and definition(s) that form as hard shells around various attempts at
ontological (re)construction of design and then expose them - the Glunks - to an unthinking - a deconstruction.
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The second place would be to disembed the methods and processes - products of Glunking - that form in
shadows and calcify and disappear from view in a habitus of practice.  

Although it names (and shames) Glunks, pointing out their characteristics, this paper proposes that we a-void
(rendering them null or move round them) in order to create a resist to a ‘glunking’ within practice itself. 

At present I believe design practice is almost mute; it does not understand nor does it move to realize its discursive
potential. Paper architecture stimulates architectural discourses and feeds in a speculation as to how things may
be. Design I believe hasn’t a forum for a discourse through speculation. The examples I present are all eventually
firmed in very practical contexts and therefore do not speculate on future prospects to open up a discourse. 

To some extent, I wish this writing to unwrite itself in order to clear the space for the thing it wishes to promote
- designing itself and more particularly a discourse through designing.  This writing wishes to act as a primer to
that discourse - designing itself.

Notes
[1] In this paper Doel draws Deleuzean thought through Dr Seuss’s creations to highlight particular aspects of

Deleuzean thinking. In particular, how, in his conception of space(s), Deleuze puts ontology under erasure;
substituting becoming for being. 

[2] Although Glunks in nature, there is an acknowledgement of provisionality and temporariness in the word
‘movement’ itself.

[3] The distinction between theory and discourse here becomes important. Theories act to settle and close
account i.e. to explain and provide structure for an understanding of the world and its practices and provide
a case law for responsible and practical action (an understanding of and responsibility for the “meaning” and
“effects” of one’s and other’s actions). Discourses on the other hand are not concluded accounts, they are in
a process of becoming and as such can provide a net on which, through which and in which one can weave
design. They can provide a ground for creative action and those creative acts themselves are in turn discursive.
Theories move to an absolute position whereas discourse maintains an undecideability that creates a field in
which to build argument and design. 

[4] Glunks can leave a mark on practice even once they have been unthunk. Methods can become detached from
theoretical frameworks, percolate through and into practice, and there become encysted in the “habitus”,
presenting themselves as a (or, the) natural way of doing things. The methods are masked by the “habitus”-
and there, invisible and insistent, they carry through particular forms of thinking at a subliminal level; and so,
theoretical forms become lodged firmly and invisibly in the base of practice. Theories obviously do figure in
discursivity; backgrounding discourse/practice and acting as reference or provocation in the evolving field.

[5] I take object, tool, product and artefact to include both the Three-D object and all other design possibilities -
systems, events, performance, graphics etc. But for the sake of brevity from here on in in the text I shall use
product as example.
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